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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a detailed review of the in-flight calibration of the Hubble Space Telescope

attitude sensors. The review, which covers the period from the April 24, 1990, launch of the

spacecraft until the time of this writing (June 1991), describes the calibrations required and

accuracies achieved for the four principal attitude sensing systems on the spacecraft: the

magnetometers, the fixed-head star trackers, the gyroscopes, and the fine guidance sensors

(FGSs). In contrast to the other three sensor groups, the Hubble Telescope's FGSs are unique in

the precision and performance levels being attempted; spacecraft control and astrometric research

at the near-milliarcsecond level are the ultimate goals. FGS calibration accuracies at the

20-milliarcsecond level have already been achieved, and plans for new data acquisitions and

reductions that should substantially improve these results are in progress. This paper presents a

summary of the basic attributes of each of the four sensor groups with respect to its usage as an

attitude measuring system, followed by a discussion of the calibration items of interest for that

group. The calibration items are as follows: for the magnetometers, the corrections for the

spacecraft's static and time-varying magnetic fields; for the fixed-head star trackers, their relative

alignments and use in performing onboard attitude updates; for the gyroscopes, their scale factors,

alignments, and drift rate biases; and for the FGSs, their magnifications, optical distortions, and

alignments. The discussion covers the procedures used for each calibration, as well as the order of

the calibrations within the general flow of orbital verification activities. It also includes a synopsis

of current plans for the eventual calibration of the FGSs to achieve their near-milliarcsecond design

accuracy. The conclusions include a table indicating the current and predicted ultimate accuracies

for each of the calibration items.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate scientific goalsof the Hubble SpaceTelescope(HST) mission require relative

pointing accuracyon theorder of a few milliarcsecondsfor targetobjectswithin the telescope's
1/2-degree-diameterfield-of-view (FOV). This high accuracyis to be achievedusing the

spacecraft'sfine guidancesensors(FGSs),manufacturedby HughesDanburyOptical Systems,
which allow the spacecraftto maintainpointing relative to a preselectedsetof guidestars. The

milliarcsecondaccuracyrequirementsfor useof theFGSsdictateequally demandingaccuracy

requirementsfor their calibration. Oneof thepurposesof this paperis to presentanoverviewof

themultistageprocedureusedfor thecalibrationof theFGSsandtheresultsobtainedto datefor

that procedure. Another purposeis to describethe broader,sensorcalibration context within
which the calibrationof theFGSsfits. TheFGS FOVs arerestrictedto the outer4-arcminute

annulusof thetelescope'sfull FOV. Becauseof thesmallsizeof theFGSFOVs, aswell asthe

significant amountof time requiredto find guidestarsusing the FGSs,auxiliary systemsare

requiredfor determiningandcontrollingattitudeatcoarserlevels. Theprincipal auxiliaryattitude

determination sensorsare the HST magnetic sensingsystem (MSS), manufacturedby the
SchonstedtInstrumentCompany;the fixed-headstar trackers(FHSTs),manufacturedby Ball

AerospaceSystemsDivision;andtherategyroassemblies(RGAs),manufacturedby Allied Signal

AerospaceCorporation. Useof these"auxiliary" systems,sometimesastheprincipal attitude

sensingdevices,hasbeencommonon manypreviousspacecraft(seeReference1). This paper

reportson theproceduresusedfor thein-flight calibration of each of these auxiliary sensor groups

for the HST mission. The description of the calibration of the FGSs follows that of the auxiliary

sensors, paralleling the actual sequence of events followed during the orbital verification phase of

the HST mission.

The data reduction and analysis algorithms used for the sensor calibration activities described in

this paper have been implemented within the HST Payload Operations Control Center (POCC)

Applications Software Support (PASS) system developed by Computer Sciences Corporation

(CSC) under contract to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration / Goddard Space

Flight Center (NASA/GSFC). The requirements for the PASS system, which continues to evolve,

are documented in Reference 2. It is primarily from the author's perspective as a developer and

user of the PASS system that this paper is written.
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II. OVERVIEW OFHST AND ITS ATTITUDE SENSORS

Figure 1 showsthe generallayout of HST, including the locationsof someof the important

systems.Thereadershouldnotein particularthelocationsof theindicatedmagnetometer,magnetic

torquer (MT), FHST, RGA, and FGS. (Companion instruments of each type are located

symmetricallyaboutthespacecraft.)Thefigurealsoindicatesthelocationsof theopticaltelescope
assembly(OTA), whichcomprisestheprimaryandsecondarymirrors andtheirmountingsystem,
andoneof thescientificinstruments(Sis). In addition,it illustratesthestandardreferenceframeof

the spacecraft,with axes(V1,V2,V3), whereV1 is along the primary viewing direction of the

satellite,V2 is along the axisof theport side solar=array,andV3 is along theupperhigh-gain

antennaboom. [Theseareonly approximatedefinitions;in actualoperationsthespacecraftaxesare

definedby the selectedalignmentmatrix for FGS-2 (theFGS indicatedin Figure 1). All other
referenceframesof interestarethenmeasuredrelativeto thisfiducial frame.]

The four HST sensingsystemsof princiPalconcernin this paper,theMSS,FHSTs,RGAs,and

FGSs,arediscussedin SectionsIV, V, VI, and VII, respectively. Calibration of the sensors

proceedsin essentiallythesameorderin which theyarediscussedhere. As anindication of the

challengeinvolved with thefull calibration,a few ballparknumbersareworthmentioningat this

point. As notedin SectionI, thedesignaccuracyof theFGSsis a few milliarcseconds. The

prelauncherrorsin FGS calibrationwere estimatedto belarge enoughto causeerrorsof up to

10arcsecondsin measuredrelativestarseparations.Therelativemountingerrorbetweendistinct

sensorswasestimatedto beapproximately5 arcminutes.Finally, theerrorin HST attitudeat the

timeof spacecraftreleasefrom theshuttle'sremotemanipulatorsystem,aswell astheattitudeerror

duringspacecraftrecoveryfrom a softwaresunpointsafemodesituation,wereestimatedto beon

the order of 6 degrees.HST's attitudedeterminationand sensorcalibration requirementsthus

rangeover a factor of nearly 107in pointing resolution. Calibrationof the MSS provides the

capabilityto determinespacecraftattitudesto within approximately3degrees.This is sufficiently
accurateto allow identification of starsobservedby theFHSTs. Attitudes determined with the

FHSTs prior to calibration of their relative alignments were good to approximately 10 arcminutes

(the extra factor of 2 entering because of the geometry of the relative mountings of the trackers).

Following alignment calibration, attitudes can be determined with FHST data to within

approximately 20 arcseconds. Using FHST data to determine spacecraft attitudes, the RGAs can
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be calibrated well enough to allow large-angle maneuvers with an accuracy of better than 60 arc-

seconds. The accuracy of FHST attitudes also puts the system in the domain of the FGSs, at least

after FGS calibration has proceeded through its initial stages. Detailed FGS calibration prepares

the satellite to undertake its scientific objectives. A more detailed overview of each of these levels

of calibration is given in the following sections.

IlL GENERIC ATFITUDE DETERMINATION AND SENSOR ALIGNMENT

Much of the work described in this paper relies on the determination of either spacecraft attitude or

sensor orientation based on a comparison of sensor-detected direction vectors (i.e., star direction

vectors or geomagnetic field directions) to a known reference for those vectors. The mathematical

problem is to find the attitude transfom3ation matrix, A, that minimizes the loss function

L(A) = 112 E[ (IW i -AX i I/_Ji)2 ] (1)

where

W i = i-th observation vector

X i = associated reference vector [in geocentric inertial (GCI) coordinates]

_Ji = associated angular uncertainty

and the sum is over all observations. For the sensors discussed in this paper, X i is obtained either

from a star catalog (when FHST or FGS data are being used) or a geomagnetic field model (when

MSS data are being used). Solving for the attitude matrix A requires a minimum input of two

noncolinear observation vectors, with best results achieved for cases where substantial angular

variation between vectors is involved. The algorithm used in PASS for the determination of the

matrix A is one originally developed by P. Davenport and refined by M. Shuster. A complete

discussion of the algorithm can be found in Reference 3.
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Thelossfunction of Equation1canbeusedasthebasisof analgorithmfor thedeterminationof

therelativealignmentsof two independentvector-directionsensors,or therelativeattitudechange

of agivensensorovera periodof time. Indeed,thePASSsystemusesthis approachin certainof
its algorithms. Another possible approachfor the determinationof a set of transformation

matrices, {T 1,T2..... TN}, that link a setof N sensorsto a common referenceframe is to

minimizethelossfunction

where

L( T1, T2,..., TN ) = 1/2 Y_ [ (Cw,(pi)(vj) - Cx,(pi)(vj) ) 2 / (S(ixi)(vj) )2 ] (2)

Cw,(l.ti)(vj) =

Cx,(ixi)(vj) -

W].ti, Wvj =

xixi, ×vj =

(S(ixi)(vj) )2 =

¢rixi, Crvj =

( Wit i" Wvj )

( TIXXIXi" TvXvj )

i-th and j-th observation vectors in sensors IXand v, respectively

associated reference vectors

(al, ti2 + avj2) (Wit i x Wvj )2

angular uncertainty for the i-th and j-th observations in sensors

Ix and v, respectively

and the sum is performed over all pairs of unique observations between distinct sensors. (Note

that ( S(ixi)(vj ) )2 is the variance associated with Cx,(_ti)(vj). ) The PASS procedure for solving

for the set {T 1, T 2 ..... TN} in the case of relative FHST-to-FHST or FHST-to-FGS alignment

determination is documented in Reference 2.

IV. CALIBRATION AND USE OF THE MAGNETOMETERS

The HST MSS consists of two magnetometers mounted on the outer hull of the satellite near

the forward aperture. The magnetometers are designed to have a range of approximately -0.6 to

+0.6 gauss, with a resolution of 0.0048 gauss per count. The MSS can be used to measure the

local geomagnetic field in the spacecraft reference frame. These measurements, if taken over a suf-

ficiently long period of time (i.e., at sufficiently many distinct positions in the spacecraft orbit) to
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allow significant variationof thesampledgeomagneticfield, canbeusedin conjunctionwith a

geomagneticfield model(e.g.,Reference4) todeterminethespacecraftattitude.Empiricallyit has
beenfoundthat20minutesof MSSdataallowdeterminationof theattitudeto within approximately

3degrees,sufficientto allowattitudedeterminationwith theFHSTs.

Theachievementof 3-degreeattitudeaccuracywithMSSdatarequiressomein-flight calibrationof

theMSS,partof whichmustbedonebeforeanaccurateestimateof thespacecraftattitudehasbeen

determined.The mostimportantin-flight calibrationsof theMSSpertain to themagnetometers'

responseto themagneticfield generatedby thespacecraftitself. This field maybedividedinto two

parts:(1) a staticbiasproducedby themagnetizationof thespacecraftasa whole (includingany
intrinsic magnetometerbias) and(2) a time-varyingfield producedby thespacecraft'smagnetic

torquingsystem(MTS), which is partof HST'smomentummanagementsystem.(TheMTS field
is usedto couplethespacecraftto theEarth'smagneticfield, which allowsthedumpingof excess

spacecraftangularmomentumto theEarth'sfield.) Bothof thesefield componentsmustbeeither

eliminatedor compensatedfor beforeapplicationof theattitudedeterminationalgorithmwill yield

accurateresults. The MTS-generatedfield canbe removedby the deactivationof the MTS, a

procedurethat wasusedduring theacquisitionof MSSdatashortlyafterHST'sreleasefrom the

shuttle'sremotemanipulatorsystem.With all timevariationof themeasuredmagneticfield being

dueto motionof thespacecraftthroughthegeomagneticfield, it is possibleto determinethestatic

spacecraftmagneticbiaswithout knowledgeof thespacecraft'sattitude;thealgorithmusedby the

PASS systemfor this initial biasdeterminationis presentedin Reference5. Themagnitudeof
HST'sstaticfield at thelocationsof thetwomagnetometersatthestartof themissionwasfoundto

beroughly 0.020gauss,with anuncertaintyof 0.006gauss.With the staticbiasdetermined,the
MSSdatawerethenreprocessedto provideanestimateof thespacecraft'sattitudeaccurateto the

aforementioned3degrees.This in turnalloweduseof theFHSTsto commence.

Givenan independentmeansof determiningtheattitudeof thespacecraft(i.e.,usingtheFHSTs),
it is possibleto calibratethe MSS for betterestimatesof its sensitivity to static biasand MTS-

generatedfields. Thecurrentlyimplementedalgorithmfor correctingMSSdatafor theeffectsof

theMTS-generatedmagneticfields is basedon theMTSmodelusedby theonboardcomputerfor

its momentummanagementcomputations.MTS field strengthsat thelocationsof themagnetom-
etersareestimatedto be typically about0.05 gauss. For the purposesof HST's momentum
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managementneeds,it wasfound thattheMTS field canbe representedasasimpletime-varying

magneticdipoleatthecenterof thesatellite.Thisapproximationwasincorporatedinto theground-
basedattitude determinationsoftware to correct MSS data for the effects of the MTS field.

In-flight calibrationof theMSSto accountfor thetwo spacecraftfield sourcesis calculablevia the
minimizationof the lossfunction

Lit = Z (Bit i - bit - TItD i AiRi )z (3)

where

Bit i =

bit =

Tg =

oi =

A i =

R i =

magnetic field vector measured by magnetometer it at time i

static bias vector at magnetometer it (to be solved for)

MTS coupling matrix for magnetometer it (to be solved for)

MTS dipole moment vector at time i

GCI-to-HST attitude transformation matrix at time i

geomagnetic reference field at HST's location at time i

The loss function used in PASS for the determination of bit and T_t is actually somewhat more

complicated than that of Equation 3 in that it also allows for an adjustment of the magnetometer

alignment matrices. The details of the algorithm used to minimize the loss function are documented

in Reference 2. A preliminary, "full" MSS calibration was performed a few months after launch.

Approximately 600 data points, taken at 30 well-distributed attitudes and over the full range of

MTS current readings (-2000 to + 2000 amperes • meters2), were used in the calibration. The :

accuracy for the postcalibration correction for static and time-varying magnetic fields as sensed at

the magnetometers was found to be approximately 0.005 gauss. Empirically it has been found :

that, for data taken within a few weeks of the calibration, use of the in-flight calibration parameters

allows attitude determination with the MSS to within about 3 degrees even with the MTS active.

In contrast, if in-flight calibration values for the static bias are applied, but prelaunch values for the

MTS coupling matrix are used, the determined attitudes are accurate to only about 6 degrees. A

subsequent review of the accuracy of MSS-derived attitudes has suggested a secular variation of

the static bias. The details of this secular variation remain under investigation.
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A refinementto themodelfor representingtheMTS-generatedfield is beingconsidered.TheMTS

consistsof four magnetictorquerbarswhoseseparationsfrom eachotherareaboutone-thirdtheir

separationsfrom the magnetometers.For this reasonit hasbeensuggestedthat a betterMTS

modelwould usefour dipoles,eachcenteredatthe locationof oneof thebars.Whentimepermits,
this enhancementto the representationof the MTS field may be incorporatedinto the PASS

system.

V. CALIBRATION AND USEOFTHE FIXED-HEAD STARTRACKERS

TheHST FHSTsystemconsistsof threestarcameras,eachhavingan8-degree-by-8-degreeFOV

andcapableof detectingstarswithin thevisualmagnituderangeof approximately2 to 6 mv. As

indicatedin Figure1,theFHSTFOVsaredirectedsignificantlyawayfrom theprincipalaxisof the

telescope. FHST-1 is mountedso asto haveits boresightapproximatelyalong the -V3-axis.
FHST-2 and FHST-3 aremountedso asto point downwardsand backwardsin the spacecraft

referenceframe. Theirboresightdirection-vectorsarelocatedwithin aplanerotatedapproximately

45degreesabouttheV2-axisawayfrom theV2/V3 plane,theindividualboresightdirectionsbeing

30degreesto eithersideof theV1/V3 plane. TheHST designimposestheoperationalrestriction

that only two FHSTscanbe active simultaneously.The one-sigmaaccuracyof theHST star
trackersis estimatedto beapproximately11arcseconds.This 11-arcsecondaccuracyfor a single
FHST is obtainedafter distortioneffectshavebeenremoved. FHSTdistortion is a function of

positionwith theFOV, ambienttemperatureandmagneticfield conditionswithin thetracker,and

brightnessof the observedstar. Calibrationof the FHSTsfor distortion wasperformedon the

ground,will notbe repeatedin orbit, andwill notbefurtherdiscussedin thispaper.

TheFHSTsoperatein a numberof modes,two of which arerelevant to thediscussionsof this

paper.Thefirst, mapmode,simplycausesagivenFHSTto scanacrossits entireFOV andrecord
all starsthatit detects.Whenoperatingin mapmode,theFHSTsaretypically configuredto have

anobservingrateof approximatelyonestarevery20 secondsper activetracker. Ground-based

attitudedeterminationisperformedusingmapmodedataandtheleast-squaresalgorithmassociated

with Equation1. It is by meansof suchground-determinedattitudesthattheonboardcomputer's

attitudeknowledgeis initialized (e.g.,afterspacecraftreleasefrom theshuttleor duringspacecraft
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recoveryfrom asafemodesituation).Theaccuracyof suchcomputedattitudeswasrestrictedatthe
beginningof themissionby theuncertaintyin therelativealignmentsof theFHSTs,which were

knownonly to about5 arcminutes.An iterativealgorithmusingthelossfunctionof Equation2 is

usedby PASSto determinetherelativealignmentsof theFHSTs;thedetailsof thealgorithmare
presentedin Reference2. Becauseof therestrictionthatonly twoFHSTscanbeactivesimultane-

ously, a minimumof threesetsof data(onefor eachpair of trackers)is requiredto obtaina good

alignmentdeterminationfor thecompletetriad. Theuseof multipledatasetsfor eachtrackerpairis
the standardprocedure. Typically, from 5 to 10 fairly well-distributed starsarefound in each

trackerFOV duringalignmentcalibrationwork. At 20secondsperstar,this impliesanobserving
period of approximately 3 minutes to map the star fields for eachpair of trackers. Proper

alignmentcalibrationthereforerequiresthatthespacecraftgyroscopeshavebeensufficientlywell
calibratedto hold thespacecraftsteady(orcorrectgroundcalculations)to significantlybetterthan

about4 arcsecondsper minute. Becausethe estimatedprelaunchgyro bias uncertainty was

approximatelythisvalue,iterationbetweengyroscopecalibrationandFHSTalignmentcalibration
at thebeginningof themissionwasrequired.Given thelargenumberof starobservationsusedin

thetrackeralignmentprocedure,statisticalreductionof errorsyieldsalignmentaccuraciesafew

times better than the 11-arcsecondaccuracylevel for a singleobservation. After alignment

calibrationis completed,it is theaccuracyof ihe individualFHSTscoupledwith thegeometryof
thetrackermountings,ratherthantheaccuracyof thealignmentdetermination,thatsetsa limit on
theaccuracyof thespacecraftattitudesthatcanbe derivedbasedon trackerdata. GivenN star

measurementsin each of two trackerswith a separationangle of a between the trackers, the

derived attitude would have a one-sigma "roll" tincertainty of ~ { 11 / [ (2N)1_ • sin(_2) ] } arc-

seconds about the axis bisecting the chord connecting the trackers. Taking N - 5, this corre-

sponds to about 7 arcseconds for the HST trackers.

The second mode of operation, update mode, uses one star in each FHST in operation. These data

are used by the onboard computer to determine any adjustments to the spacecraft attitude required

to reposition to the scheduled attitude. In practice, such attitude corrections are essentially always

required after large vehicle maneuvers. The onboard algorithm for attitude error correction (details

of which may be found in Reference 6) incorporates a simplifying approximation; it effectively

assumes that the observed stars are near the FHST boresights. This approximation introduces an

error on the order of 13" [ 1 - cos(y) ], where 13is the true attitude error (i.e., deviation from desired
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attitude),and,/is angulardistanceof theobservedstarfrom thecenterof thetracker. HSTis cur-

rently operatedwith a restrictionof 300arcsecondson thevalueof 13correctableby theonboard

computer,whereas"/is restrictedby thesizeof theFHSTFOV to be lessthanabout 5 degrees.

This yieldsamaximum 13"[1 - cos(T)] errorof order 1arcsecond.This is significantlysmaller

than the 20-arcsecond(one-sigma)error level inherentin FHST datahaving just one starper

tracker(i.e., theonboardalgorithmis effectivelyasaccurateasaleast-squaresalgorithm).

Although theupdatemodealgorithmis, in principle,asaccurateasaleast-squaresalgorithm,sig-

nificantdifficulties in theuseof updatemodewereencounteredin actualoperations.During the

monthsimmediatelyafter launch,approximately15percentof scheduledFHST updates failed to

properly correct the spacecraft attitude. The result was usually an inability to acquire FGS guide

stars and a subsequent loss of scientific observations. Because of the criticality of successful

FHST updates, a special ana/ysis team was organized to study the causes of FHST update failures

and to make recommendations for modifications tothe ground and onboard algorithms so as to

reduce the update failure rate. Toa substantial extent, the difficulties with updates were found to

have arisen as a consequence of (1) limitations of the update mode operation of the tracker

hardware, (2) inexact specifications of FHST operating parameters, and (3) a few oversights in the

original software package used for selection of FHST update stars, Update mode requires each of

two FHSTs to find a preselected star in the FHST FOV. To this end, the FHST restricts its

scanning operation to a 1.5-degree-by-1.5-degree reduced FOV (RFOV), accepting only stars

brighter than a user-specified threshold. The center of the RFOV is not arbitrarily selectable, but

rather is restricted to be one of a set of grid points spaced such that the set of all RFOVs covers the

full FOV with overlap. Similarly, the star brightness threshold is not arbitrarily specifiable, but

rather is restricted to one of four FHST response values corresponding to approximately 3, 4, 5,

and 6 mv. (Strictly speaking, the last "threshold" corresponds to all detectable stars.) It is one of

the purposes of the PASS mission scheduling subsystem to select pairs of stars for FHST updates

that are isolatable within FHST RFOV and brightness boundaries. The details of the algorithm for

the selection of update pairs are beyond the scope of this paper; suffice it to say that the distribution

of stars in brightness and position about the celestial sphere makes the problem an extremely

nontrivial one. (Details may be found in Reference 2.) Careful tuning of input parameters is a

necessity. Among those items studied and (where appropriate) tuned by the FHST anomaly

analysis team are (1) the sensitivity response of each FHST as a function of FOV position, star
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brightness,andstarcolor, (2) theexactdimensionsof theFHSTs'RFOVs,(3) theprecisionof the

star brightnessthreshold limits, (4) referencestar parameters(e.g. variability or incorrectly

documentedmagnitude)for those stars usedin unsuccessfulupdates, (5) command timing

for FHST update executions,(6) FHSTresponseerrordueto straylight (e.g.,sunlightreflected
from spacecraftcomponents),(7) FHSTplatescaleresponse,(8) thepossibility of enhancingan

FHST's star isolation capability by meansof an "error box" algorithm that will reject stars

observedto be toofar removedfrom thepreselectedposition,and(9) thepossibility of enhancing

theprobabilityof successfullyupdatingthespacecraftattitudebyschedulingmultipleupdatesafter

major maneuvers. Modificationsto groundor onboardsystemshavebeen madewith respectto

items 1 through 5; thesemodifications havealreadyreducedthe FHST updatefailure rate to

approximately4 percent.No significantcorrelationof updatefailureswith spacecraftattitudeor

orbit positionwerefound;this ledto thedismissalof straylight (item6) asalikely causeof update

problems. Platescaleresponse(item7) hasbeenfoundto benonnominalfor FHST-3; startingin

January1991,that trackerhasbeenminifying angularseparationsby about0.25 percent. The
causeof this anomalousscalebehaviorremainsunderinvestigation;correcting it will certainly

prevent the recurrenceof certain updatedifficulties that have recently been encountered.

Recommendationsfor enhancementsto onboardandgroundsoftwarehavebeenmadewith respect

to items8 and9. Although improvementof systemperformanceis anticipateduponimplemen-

tationof eachitem,anexactdeterminationof thedegreeof improvement-- particularlywith respect
to item9 -- cannotbemadeatthis time.

VI. CALIBRATION AND USEOFTHE RATE GYRO ASSEMBLIES

HST's gyroscope system comprises three RGAs, each of which consists of two independently

operable gyroscopes. The purpose of the RGAs is twofold: (1) to allow the spacecraft to remain at

a fairly constant attitude while not using stars for guidance control and (2) to allow the spacecraft to

perform large-angle slews with sufficient accuracy. In this context, "sufficient accuracy" means

such that FHST updates can be performed after slews and thereby leave the spacecraft with an

attitude good to within 60 arcseconds (three-sigma) of that intended. The basic design properties

of the HST gyros are as follows. The mounting of the gyros is summarized via the matrix

equation
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(01

(02

(03

(04

(05

(06

-sin(a) 0 -cos(a)

-sin(a) 0 cos(a)

-cos(a) sin(_) -cos(a) cos(13) -sin(a)

cos(a) sin(J_) cos(a) cos(_) -sin(a)

-cos(a) sin(13) cos(a) cos(j3) -sin(a)

cos(a) sin(13) -cos(a) cos(13) -sin(a)

Inll

Ix al

1 31

where (0i represents a rotation about the i-th gyroscope, and f2j represents a rotation about space-

craft axis Vj. The design values for the angles a and 13 are 31.7 degrees and 43.5 degrees,

respectively, _ being a characterization of the mounting of the gyro with its RGA and 13being a

characterization of the RGAs' mounting on HST. The gyros can operate in two modes. The high-

rate mode has a range of + 1800 degrees per hour with a resolution of 7.5 milliarcseconds per

40-hertz sample. The low-rate mode has a range of + 20 degrees per hour with a resolution of

0.125 milliarcsecond per 40-hertz sample. The three-sigma slew accuracy of the RGAs after

calibration is estimated to be N 1 arcsecond per degree. The relative alignments of the HST gyro-

scopes is such that any three may be used to completely sample rotations of the spacecraft. The

onboard control system is configured to use four gyros simultaneously, keeping the remaining two

as backups. The active configuration immediately after launch was the set consisting of gyros 3,

4, 5, and 6. In December 1990, 8 months after launch, gyro 6 failed and was replaced in the

control configuration by gyro 2. This configuration continues in use at the time of this writing.

The algorithm used within PASS for the calibration of an active gyro combination is presented in

References 1 and 7. The basic thrust of the algorithm is to compare the responses produced by the

gyros during a series of maneuvers with the known attitude changes across the maneuvers as

determined using data from the FHSTs before and after each maneuver. (In principle, asymmet-

rically improved RGA calibrations can be achieved using attitudes determined with both FHST and

FGS data. At present FGS data are not used.) If applied to a combination of three gyroscopes, the

calibration procedure can yield information on the scale factor, alignment, and drift rate bias of the

individual gyros. The one-sigma accuracy of the high-rate mode scale factor calibration is about

20 arcseconds per 90-degree maneuver, with roughly equal contributions coming from FHS T

attitude uncertainties and RGA nonlinearities. (The low-rate mode scale factors are not recalibrated
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on orbit, but ratherareassumedto be unchangedfrom their preflight values.) The alignment

calibration is good to about 20 arcseconds, and the drift rate bias to about 5 arcseconds per hour

for both high- and low-rate mode. The drift rate bias, for both high- and low-rate modes, has been

found to vary at about 7 arcseconds per hour per day. As a consequence, the low-rate mode bias is

recalibrated every 2 days and the high-rate mode bias every 7 days.

As indicated earlier, an asymmetric improvement in gyro calibration accuracy can, in principle, be

achieved if FGS data are included along with the FHST data for attitude determination. This

follows because the pitch/yaw accuracy of an attitude determined using FGS data is very good,

restricted essentially by the accuracy of the ground-based catalog coordinates, which can be made

good to better than an arcsecond. The HST astrometry team made a special effort to supply the

HST orbital verification planning team with well-measured coordinates for stars in a set of 14 posi-

tions around the sky for use in this gyro calibration effort. Ultimately, at least as of this writing,

the extreme difficulty in scheduling simultaneous FGS and FHST observations around the

occultation patterns dictated by the calibration slews, coupled with the significant temporal

variation of the drift rate bias, has led to a decision to restrict RGA calibration efforts to using only

FHST-derived attitudes.

VII. CALIBRATION AND USE OF THE FINE GUIDANCE SENSORS

The heart of HST's pointing control system is the set of FGSs manufactured specifically for use on

HST by Hughes Danbury Optical Systems. The FOVs of the FGSs are within the outer part of the

full FOV of HST's primary optics. Each FGS FOV consists of an arc with an azimuthal range of

82 degrees and a radial range extending from approximately 10 arcminutes to 14 arcminutes

relative to the primary optical axis of the telescope. Figure 2 illustrates the FOVs of the FGSs as

they look out to the celestial sphere. The magnitude range for guide stars usable by the FGSs is

approximately 9 to 16 m v. The FGSs are designed to have an accuracy in determining relative star

positions of approximately 3 milliarcseconds when fully calibrated (an accuracy not yet achieved at

the time of this writing). The precision of the system follows from the design of an FGS as an

amplitude interferometer using Koester's prisms combined with photomultiplier tubes. As with the
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Figure 2. Fine Guidance Sensor Fields-of-View
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FHSTs, an FGS can measure the position of only one star at a time. Each FGS has a 5-arcsecond

by-5-arcsecond instantaneous field of view (IFOV) that can be commanded to a selected position

within the total FGS FOV. A star image falling within the inner 20 milliarcseconds of the IFOV

will produce a significant interferometric signal. The FGS is said to be in fine lock when so

measuring a star's direction. A second mode of FGS operation, coarse track mode, is also

available. In this mode the center of the IFOV is commanded to nutate about the true star position

in such a way that the edges of the IFOV cut across the image of the star in a symmetric pattern.

The estimated design accuracy of determining star positions using coarse track mode is

approximately 20 milliarcseconds. Because coarse track mode is less sensitive to spacecraft jitter

than is fine lock mode, particularly for faint stars, it is expected that coarse track will regularly be

used in observing situations in which extreme pointing precision is not required. Standard

pointing control procedure during scientific observations is to use two of the FGSs to maintain

guidance of the spacecraft, one for pitch/yaw stability and the other for roll stability. The

remaining FGS is available for precise astrometric observations. This short description of the

characteristics of the FGSs will suffice for the purposes of this paper. A more detailed description

of the design and operation of the FGSs is available in Reference 8; indepth descriptions may be

found in Reference 9.

The in-flight calibration of the FGSs consists of two major stages: external calibration and internal

calibration. External calibration pertains to the alignment of the FGS triad to the rest of the space-

craft, whereas internal calibration pertains to the nonalignment-related parameters of the individual

FGSs and the alignments of the individual FGSs relative to each other. External alignment is

performed by gathering simultaneous data for FHSTs and FGSs and thereafter minimizing the loss

function of Equation 2 while treating the FGSs as a single sensor. The most difficult aspect of the

alignment effort pertained to the identification of the first stars observed with the FGSs. This

initial alignment calibration of the FGS triad was done by pointing the telescope toward the open

star cluster NGC 3532, commanding the guide FGSs to locate one star each in their FOVs for

guidance, commanding the astrometry FGS to scan its FOV for as many stars as it could find

within a specified magnitude range in the time available, and then attempting to match the pattern of

stars found with stars in a reference catalog. Each FGS was used as the astrometry FGS three

times during the exercise, with each astrometry scan covering a region of approximately 14 square

arcminutes. In practice, this resulted in approximately six astrometry stars per scan. Practical
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difficultiesencounteredduringactualoperations(certainof themrelatedto theuncalibratedstateof

theFGSsat that time) led to modificationsin theobservingplansthat ultimately madethe star

identification procedureand subsequentalignmentcalibrationeffort more laboriousthanantic-

ipated. In particular, the lower limit on starbrightnesswassetto 14mv, which is significantly

fainterthanthelimit of thespecialNGC3532catalogprovidedbytheHSTastrometryteam. This

causeda certain degreeof confusionand difficulty in identifying the observedstar patterns.

Approximatelyhalf of theobservationswereultimatelyfoundin theoriginalcatalog.Thisallowed

apreliminarydeterminationof therelativealignmentsof theFGSsto theFHSTs-- preliminaryin

that most of the guidestarswere unidentifiedandthereforethevariousbaselinesfor FGS star

separationswereoften no longer thanabout6 arcminutes. The identification of the subsetof

observedstars,togetherwith theFGSFOV coordinatesfor thewholesetof observations,allowed

theHST astrometryteamto studyspecificregionson their NGC 3532photographicplateand

therebyprovidecatalogcoordinatesfor theremainingstars. This enhancementallowed a final
alignmentcalibrationof theFGStriad to theFHSTsusingFGSstarseparationsthat spannedthe
entire28-arcminute-diameterFOVof thetriad.

Theinternal calibrationof theFGSsis dividedinto two phases.Phase1is intendedto bringthe

calibrationof theFGSsystemto anaccuracycommensuratewith ground-basedastrometricobser-
vations. It doesso by using suchobservationsasreferencepoints. Phase2 goesbeyondthe

limitationsof ground-basedastrometricwork, thegoalbeingto achievethefull near-milliarcsecond

designcapabilitiesof the FGS system. This secondphasetakesHST beyondanypreviously

achievedgroundor spacecraftcalibrationaccuraciesandrequiresextraordinaryplanningfor both

calibration programminganddataacquisition. The basicgoalsof both phasesof the on-orbit
internal calibration of the FGSsare the determinationof (1) the optical field angledistortion

(OFAD) function for eachFGS, (2) the magnificationfactor for eachFGS, (3) the systematic

offsetbetweenstarpositionsdeterminedin coarsetrackandthosedeterminedin fine lock for each

FGS,and(4) therelativealignmentsof theFGSs. Thedetailsof theFGScalibrationalgorithms,

particularlythosefor thephase2 OFADcalibration,areof suchcomplexityanddemandingof such

precisionthataspecialanalysisteamwasformedto analyzeanddevelopthealgorithmdetails.The
teamincludedrepresentativesfrom CSC,GSFC,HughesDanburyOptical Systems,Marshall

SpaceFlight Center,andtheUniversityof TexasAstronomyDepartment.CSCpersonnelconcur-

rently conductedanextensivefeasibilityandverificationstudyof theFGScalibrationalgorithmsas
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part of their implementation. Thedetailsof the algorithmsasimplementedaredocumentedin

Reference2; theresultsof thestudyarepresentedin Reference10. An overviewof eachof the

algorithms is presentedbelow. The essentialresultsof the study are that, basedon certain

assumedsmoothnesspropertiesof theOFADfunctions,theimplementedalgorithmsarecapableof
determiningthecalibrationparameterswell enoughto allow relativeangulardeterminationsto

within a few milliarcsecondsacrosseachFGS FOV and betweenpairs of FGS FOVs. Inde-

pendently,theastrometryteamsat theUniversityof TexasandYaleUniversityhaveimplemented
versionsof HST FGScalibrationsoftwarefor their own astrometricstudies;thesearebeingused

for independentanalysisof theFGScalibrationdata.

Thealgorithmusedfor OFADcalibrationisaconstrainedtwo-dimensionalleast-squaresalgorithm

basedon theleast-squarestechniquepresentedin Reference11. Theessentialideais to minimizea

lossfunction,L, subjectto certainconstraintsappliedto theassociatedstatevector. Thelossfunc-
tioncanbeexpressed(slightlynonrigorously)as

L = Y_ {[ Wi j _ D(Wij,S) _ AjXi ]2 / aij2 } (4)

where

D(Wij,S)

S

Aj

Xi

%

= observation of star i in observation set j

= 0FAD correction vector function

= OFAD correction function parameter set (to be solved for)

= attitude transformation matrix between attitude frame j and

a selected standard reference frame (to be solved for)

= "true" direction vector for star i in the standard reference frame

(after correction for velocity aberration effects)

= measurement uncertainty for observation of star i in setj

(may include error associated with Xi)

and the summation is done over all stars and observation sets. For HST OFAD calibration, the

correction function D(Wij,S ) has been parameterized as separate polynomials in the x and y

Cartesian projections of W. The set S is therefore a set of polynomial coefficients. The phase 1
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OFAD calibrationproceduresolvesfor a statevector {S, Aj (j=l,n) }, wheren is thenumberof

observationsets.Thevectorset{Xi} is provided as a priori knowledge from ground-based obser-

vations. The ground-based observations need be accurate only differentially; any systematic errors

in {Xi} will be absorbed in the matrices {Aj}. The selected constraints, applied to the set S, are

that the operator D should apply no net affine transformations to the vectors {Wij }. Specifically,

there should be no systematic shift in centroid location, rotation, or scale of {Wij}. (Optionally,

the constraints can be applied to an integration across the FGS FOV rather than the set of

observations.) This calibration can, in principle, be performed using a single set of data (i.e., with

each star observed only once). The phase 20FAD extends the phase I procedure so as to include

{X i} as part of the state vector, thereby eliminating any errors associated with ground observations

from the solution. Unlike the phase 1 calibration, that of phase 2 requires multiple observation sets

and significant variation of the spacecraft attitude. It is by moving the various target stars through

locally different distortion variation in the FGS FOV that the relative distortion across the entire

FOV becomes observable at FGS accuracy levels.

The algorithm used for magnification calibration is substantially simpler than that used for OFAD

calibration. Angular separations as imaged in the FGS detector space (hereafter "image space") are

magnified by a factor of approximately 57.2 over their true (or "object space") values. In a zeroth

order (i.e., small-angle) approximation, the magnification calibration could be performed simply

by computing the ratio of the measured image space angular separation of two sources to the object

space separation. The magnification, which works along radial arcs intersecting the optical axis,

produces a sufficiently large image space FOV as to invalidate any small-angle approach. The fol-

lowing algorithm is therefore used for FGS magnification calibration. Let (_i,9i) be the image

space polar coordinates for the i-th star observed, Pi being the "radial" angular separation from the

optical axis, and _i being the azimuthal distance from an arbitrary reference direction. The object

space angular separation, Oij, between two points with coordinates (_i,Pi) and (_j,pj) is given by

the spherical trigonometric relation (see Reference 12)

cos( Oij ) = sin( Pi / M ) sin( pj / M ) cos( _i- _j ) + cos( Pi ! M ) cos( pj / M ) (5)
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whereM is the magnificationfactor. Givenan independentdetermination(e.g., from ground-

basedmeasurements)of thetrueangularseparation,0ij, andanestimate,Mij,n, for themagnifi-

cation,an improvedestimatefor themagnificationcanbeobtainedusingtherelations

(Mij,n+l)-I = (Mij,n)-1 _ F( Mij,n )/F'( Mij,n ) (6)

F( M ) = cos(®ij ) cos(0ij ) (7)

whereF'( M ) is thederivativeof F( M ) with respectto M-1. This processcanberepeateduntil

Mij "1convergesto anacceptableaccuracy.Thefull iterationcanbe repeatedfor all observation

pairs within a givenobservationset. Finally, a weightedaverageoverall suchestimatesof M-1

canbeobtainedusingtheequation

<M-l> = _[Mij-l(0ij/oij)2] / Z[(0ij/oij)2] (8)

where aij is the root-mean-square uncertainty associated with the i-j pair, and the sum is over all

observation pairs. The phase I magnification calibration can be performed using the same data set

as the phage i OFAD calibration, with ti'ie 0ij values being taken from ground-based observations.

The phase 2 calibration requires a more accurate determination of 0ij. The plan is to perform this

calibration using observations of an asteroid moving across the FGS FOV and to obtain the

required 0ij estimates using high-precision numerical calculations of the asteroid ephemeris.

Studies of asteroids suggest that variations of order 10 milliarcseconds in the separation of

center-of-light and center-of-mass may result due to asteroid tumbling. Center-of-light variations

will be compensated for by allowing 0ij to be modeled in the form

0ij = 0il - 0jl (9)

0il = 0il(center-of-mass) + _ + e sin[ ¢0(ti-tl) + _ ] (10)

where co, e, 03, and @ are selected to give a best least-squares fit between Oil and 0il, and ti is the

time of the i-th observation. (The model neglects center-of-light variation perpendicular to the

direction of asteroid motion and asteroid motion curvature in the FOV.) Solutions for <M-l> and

{0_, E, 03, 0} are performed separately and iteratively.
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The FGS-to-FGSalignmentalgorithmusesa two-partprocedure.Part 1establishestheangular

separationsbetweenstarsfor everypairof starsin aselectedreferenceset. Duringphase1of FGS

calibrationtheseangularseparationsaredeterminedusingground-basedobservations.In contrast,

duringphase2 the angularseparationsaredeterminedusinga singleFGS in astrometrymode

while thespacecraftis heldat aconstantattitude.With theseangularseparationsspecified,part2

usesthemto determinethe relative alignmentsof two FGSsby meansof an algorithm that is

essentiallyequivalentto theminimizationof Equation2. Althoughtherearenoapriori restrictions
asto whichFGSsmustbeinvolvedin thealignmentprocedurefor thephase1calibration,phase2

calibrationrequiresthatFGS-2beused.This follows becausethereferenceangularseparations

arerestrictedto beingno greaterthanthemaximumviewableby a singleFGSat afixed attitude;

the minimum angularseparationbetweenFGS-1and FGS-3exceedthis restriction. Optimal

alignmentresultswill beachievedif theFGSusedfor thedeterminationof thereferenceangular

separationsduring part 1 is positioned so as to give equal coverage to the star fields to be observed

by the two FGSs during part 2; i.e., the spacecraft should be reoriented between parts 1 and 2 by

means of a 45-degree roll about the Vl-axis.

The algorithms implemented within PASS do not solve for the coarse-track-to-fine-lock (CT/FL)

position offset. That such calibration would be required was not fully realized until shortly before

HST's launch. One of the goals of the FGS calibration team has been to establish an appropriate

parameterization for the bias. The dominant source of CT/FL offset is believed to be field stop

misalignment within the FGS optics, which would show itself predominantly as a systematic offset

throughout the FOV. Variation of the CT/FLoffset as a function of field position may occur, a

possible cause being optical vignetting near the edges of the FGS FOVs. Recent data has in fact

shown that there are both systematic as well as field dependent components to the CT/b'L offsets

for all three FGSs.

To date, FGS calibration efforts have been essentially restricted to phase 1 calibration efforts. A

catalog of ground-based star coordinates for the open cluster NGC 5617 has been provided by the

Yale University astrometry team for this phase of calibration. The data reduction analysis for these

observations, which were taken using the Mount Stromio 26-inch refractor telescope, are described

in Reference 13. The estimated one-sigma accuracy of the catalog is 30 milliarcseconds. Two sets
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of data have been taken for the purpose of distortion and plate scale calibration, the time periods

being the final week of December 1990 and the final week of May 1991. For each set, HST was

commanded to make a series of astrometric observations of the target cluster. In what follows,

"frame" will refer to the data taken in a single orbit, during which a single pair of guide stars were

used in controlling the vehicle's attitude. The December observations consisted of five frames of

data for each FGS, each frame consisting of approximately 17 stars. Each frame was taken at

slightly adjusted telescope pointings, the adjustments being made as +l-arcminute maneuvers in

pitch and yaw. The May observations consisted of a set of 7 frames of roughly 15 stars apiece per

FGS. Between frame adjustments by means of_+l-arcminute pitch and yaw maneuvers were also

made, with the extra two frames being adjusted by means of +15-degree roll maneuvers. The

actual number of unique stars in each data set was approximately 25; however, not all stars in the

set were observed in every frame. The combined optical distortion and magnification one-sigma

residuals (i.e., the residuals between catalog star coordinates and FGS star coordinates after the

latter have been corrected for distortion and magnification) for the December data reduction were

found to be approximately 70 milliarcseconds. These errors were subsequently found to be best

explainable as systematic color- and magnitude-dependent distortion effects in the catalog data.

These systematic catalog errors have been corrected using the FGS data as a comparison. FGS

calibration work with the new catalog produces solutions with residuals of approximately 35 milli-

arcseconds. The calibration results demonstrated reasonable consistency between the true and

design coefficients characterizing the FGS distortion curves. In contrast, the calibration results

suggest strongly that the relative rotational offset between two optical elements in each of FGSs 2

and 3 differ significantly from their design values of zero. Specifically, for the benefit of readers

familiar with References 8 and 9, the relative offset between the star selector A and B

measurements has been found to be 0.57 degrees for FGS-2 and -0.63 degrees for FGS-3. These

values are significantly larger than the design uncertainty for the offset angles; possible reasons for

this discrepancy remain under investigation. The distortion and magnification calibrations were

repeated for each FGS using the data taken in May. The calibration results show significant

differences between the two calibration dates, particularaly with respect to magnification. The

magnification factor was found to increase for all three FGSs, the fractional increases being

1.2.10 -4, 7.5.10 -5, and 2.4.10 .5 for FGSs 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For FGS-1, this corresponds

to a 100 milliarcsecond change in relative star separation for stars 14 arcminutes apart. A small

fraction of this change, about 13 milliarcseconds, may be accounted for as due to known

differences in the primary to secondary mirror spacing; the bulk of the change is unexplained.
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differencesin theprimaryto secondarymirror spacing;thebulk of thechangeisunexplained.

TheMay datasetwasspecificallydesignedto allow for adeterminationof theCT/FL offset. Each
starin theastrometricFGSwasobservedfor 30secondsin coarsetrackprior to thetransitionto

fine lock mode. This providedapproximately100pointsdistributedthroughouteachFGSFOV
from whichCT/FL offset couldbedetermined. Analysisof thedataindicatesthattheoffsetfor

eachFGSis well representedby a linearmodel. Themagnitudeof theconstantcomponentof the

offset rangesbetween0.2 and 0.8 arcsecondsfor the threeFGSs,while the field dependent

componentintroducesoffsetchangesof approximately80milliarcsecondsacrossthe 18-arcminute

rangeof an individual FGS. The accuracyof the CT/FL offset correction is estimatedto be

approximately5 milliarcseconds,althoughsignificantandsystematicdeparturesfrom thefit were
observedfor certainindividualstars(i.e.,theoffsetcanbedependenton specificstarproperties).

Data specifically for phase1FGSrelative alignmentdeterminationwere also takenduring the

Decemberobservingperiod. Thedataconsistof 17framesof observations,eachframeconsisting

of approximately10starobservationsin FGS-2(usedin astrometrymode)andoneguidestarin
eachof theotherFGSs. Becauseof operationaldifficulties (e.g.,thethenunresolvedsolararray

jitter problem),thedataweretakenwith theguideFGSs(1 and3) usingcoarsetrack mode. The
locationsof thestarswithin theFGSFOVswereselectedsoasto providecompletecoveragewhen

the data setsare combined. The data were processed,and correctionswithin eachFGS for

distortion,magnification,andCT/FL offsetwereapplied. RelativeFGS-to-FGSalignmentcali-

brationswerethenperformed.Thepostcalibrationone-sigmaresidualsfor thedifferencebetween

measuredandreferencestarseparationsbetweenFGSswerefoundto beapproximately35 milli-

arcseconds,i.e., basicallyconsistentwith the estimatedaccuracyof thereferencecatalog. The

implied accuracyfor thealignmentcalibrationisabout10milliarcseconds.In ordertoverify these

alignmentcalibrations,theMay FGS2distortiondataacquisitionswerespecificallydesignedwith

guidestardistributionsappropriatefor anFGS-to-FGSalignmentdetermination.Thesealignment
results producedone-sigmaresidualsof approximately54 milliarcseconds,with an implied

alignmentaccuracyof about20milliarcseconds.Unexpectedly,thealignmentsolutionsfor the

May data differed significantly from those for the Decemberdata, the differences being

approximately200milliarcseconds.A thirdFGSdatasetappropriatefor alignmentdetermination
wasavailablefrom theendof January,1991. Thesedataalsoproducedinternally self-consistent

alignment solutionswith one-sigmaresidualsof about 50milliarcsecondandaccuracyof about
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20milliarcseconds.TheJanuaryalignmentsareabout100 milliarcseconds different from either of

the other two. At this point we have no physical explanation for the variations in the alignment

solutions; the cause of the variability remains under investigation.

The two data sets_ accumulated for each FGS for phase 10FAD/magnification analysis have

allowed a restricted amount of phase 2 OFAD processing. This admittedly very preliminary

analysis has resulted in OFAD solutions with one-sigma residuals on the order of 7 to 10 milliarc-

seconds. Comparison of these phase 2 solutions with the phase 1 results indicates that the phase 2

software package is more robust than originally expected, and that reasonably accurate results for

OFAD calibration can be obtained (at least for the central region of an FGS FOV) with as few as

five frames of data. The ultimate OFAD phase 2 analysis will require approximately five times as

much data for at least one of the FGSs. (Phase 1 OFAD processing can thereafter be applied to the

other two FGSs using reference data from their well-calibrated sibling, thereby achieving full

accuracy at a phase 2 level for all three FGSs.) Current plans place full phase 2 FGS calibrations

no earlier than the last 2 months of 1991.

VIII. OPTICS CALIBRATION AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT ALIGNMENT

Two major calibration activities closely related to the calibration of the attitude sensors are not

covered by this paper: the optics calibration and the calibration of the alignments of the apertures of

the Sis. The optics calibration consists of the measurements and analysis performed in connection

with the adjustment of the relative posi_ons of the secondary and primary mirrors. It touches upon

the topic of this paper in that the performance of the FGSs and their effective alignments relative to

the other HST attitude sensors are functions of the relative configuration of the two mirrors.

Adjustments to the tilt or decenter of the secondary mirror therefore necessitate recalibrations of the

relative alignments of the other sensors to the FGSs. (In practice, only the FHST and RGA

alignment matrices need respecification.) It was within the context of performing an optical cali-

bration that representatives of Hughes Danbury Optical Systems (the mirror manufacturer)

discovered the spherical aberration of the primary mirror. Because the FGSs are afocal systems,

the manufacturer believes that the spherical aberration of HST's primary mirror will not

significantly degrade the accuracy of the FGSs.
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Theaperturedirectionsof thevarious Sis are located interior to the annulus of the FGS FOVs.

Operationally, the SI aperture alignments are measured relative to a reference frame defined by the

FGSs. The alignment calibration for any given SI is performed by taking simultaneous measure-

ments with the SI and at least two of the FGSs, then comparing these measurements with accurate

astrometric coordinates for the observed stars. This procedure clearly places a limit on the

accuracy obtainable for the determined SI aperture direction; i.e., the alignment accuracy can be no

better than the calibration accuracy of the FGSs. Because the ground system does not currently

correct for the CT/FL offset, the SI aperture alignment accuracy is thus currently restricted by the

operational FGS accuracy of about 0.8 arcsecond imposed by the uncompensated CT/FL offset in

FGS 2. As the effective FGS accuracies improve, through both software upgrades to the

operational system and actual improvements in the FGS calibration, operational improvements in

the pointing of the Sis will result.

IX. SUMMARY

This paper has presented a review of the calibration algorithms and accuracies for the four principal

attitude determination sensing systems aboard HST. Table 1 summarizes the current and ultimately

expected accuracies for each of the calibration items discussed. Final calibration accuracy has

essentially been achieved for the MSS, the FHSTs, and the RGAs; significant progress has been

made in the calibration of the FGSs. Significant work continues with respect to tuning and

enhancing the FHST update capability. Regular recalibration of the RGA drift rate bias is required

because of its temporal variation. Periodic recalibration of the FHST and RGA alignments is

required because of redefinitions of the spacecraft reference frame that result from (1) improved

FGS calibration and (2) adjustments to the tilt or decenter of the secondary mirror. Significant

progress has been made in the calibration of the FGSs, accuracies on the order of 10 to 20 milli-

arcseconds seem obtainable for a data set localized in time. An unexplained variation of the FGS

magnifications and relative alignments, with effects on the order of a few hundred milliarcseconds,

has been observed; this variation remains under investigation. Plans are being made for the

acquisition of data designed for FGS calibrations accurate to the level of a few milliarcseconds.
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Table1.AttitudeSensorCalibrationAccuracies

Sensor Calibration I_m
Current Expected Typical

A¢c0racy Accuracy Volu¢ Units

MSS Static bias ~ 0.004 ~ 0.004 - 0.02 Gauss

MTS coupling - 0.004 - 0.004 - 0.05 Gauss

FHST Distortion ~ 11 - 11 - 60

Alignments - 4 - 4

Arcseconds

Arcseconds

RGA

FGS

Alignment - 30 - 30
(to FHSTs)

Scale factor - 0.4 ~ 0.4
(high-rate mode)

Drift rate bias ~ 5 - 5

Bias change rate
(high- and
low-rate modes)

- 10000

-4 ~4 -7

Alignment ~ 10 ~ 10
(to FHSTs)

Distortion / ~ 0.010 ~ 0.003 - 5

(Magnification) (57.2)

Alignment - 0.015 ~ 0.006
to FGSs

CT/FL offset ~ 0.010 ~ 0.010 - 0.5

Arcseconds

Arcseconds

per degree

Arcseconds

per hour

Arcseconds

per hour
per day

Arcseconds

Arcseconds

(unitless)

Arcseconds

Arcseconds

Unexplained
Variation

-0.2 Arcseconds
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X. CALIBRATION TEAMSAND SUPPORTINGORGANIZATIONS

The following personsand organizationshave beenclosely involved with HST sensordata

analysisandcalibrationduring thefirst yearof theHST mission. TheMSS / FHST / RGA data

analysis team for the first few months of orbital verification consisted of John Boia c, William

Collier c, Martin Gakenheimer a, Edward Kimmer a, Matthew Nadelman c, Cherie Schultz c, and Gary

Welter (superscripts refer to organization affiliation; see list below). Responsibility for the periodic

recalibration of these sensors has been turned over to the PASS operations contractor -- primarily

Messrs. Gakenheimer and Kimmer, with most of the MSS calibration analysis being performed by

Sidney Broude a. Individuals participating in the analysis of FHST update anomalies included

Michael Brunofski a, W. Collier, Paul Davenport c, Larry Dunhamg, M. Gakenheimer, Theresa

Gastong, Kevin Grady d, Lou Hallock d, Joseph Hennessy d, Jeffery Karl c, E. Kimmer, Raymond

Kutina c, Robert McCutcheon c, M. Nadelman, William Ochs d, Thomas Pfarr c, Milton Phenneger c,

G. Welter, and Michael Wright d. NGC 3532 catalog star coordinates for the initial FGS alignment

calibration were provided by George Benedict k, Otto Franz f, Lawrence Fredrick 1, Darrell Story k,

and Lawrence Wasserman f. The FGS calibration team consists of Linda Abramowicz-Reed e,

William Brady e, Todd Burr e, Roger DoxseyJ, Terrence Girard m, Arun Guha b, L. Hallock,

William Jefferys k, E. Kimmer, Young-Wook Lee m, Bruce Lowenberg e, Olivia LupieCJ, William

Van Altena m, Qiangguo Wang k, G. Welter, and Robert Zarba e. Numerous other individuals from

many organizations provided extensive support for the activities described in this paper. These

organizations include

a. Allied Signal Aerospace Corporation

b. AKG, Incorporated

c. Computer Sciences Corporation

d. Goddard Space Flight Center

e. Hughes Danbury Optical Systems

f. Lowel Observatory

g. Jackson and Tull

h. Lockheed Missiles and Space Company

i. Marshall Space Flight Center

j. Space Telescope Science Institute

k. The University of Texas Astronomy

Department

1. The University of Virginia Astronomy

Department

m. Yale University Astronomy Department
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Manyotherindividualswereinvolvedwith activitiesin prelaunchpreparationfor thecalibrationof

theHST attitudesensors.Of particularnote for their supportin this areaarePaul Davenport,

whoseanalytic insightsprovidedthe basisfor, or extensionsof, manyof the algorithms in the

PASSsystem;GeraldAbshirec,who coordinatedthesoftwaredevelopmenteffort for theoriginal
implementationof most of the PASS sensorcalibration algorithms;and Robert Coulter i, who

coordinated the intricate prelaunch scheduling of the early orbital verification activities. The

calibration of HST will be an ongoing effort, with varying degrees of intensity, throughout the

lifetime of the telescope. It is, and will continue to be, an interesting and stimulating intellectual

challenge.

The work reported in this article was supposed in part by NASA contract NAS-5-31500, which

enables CSC to provide general systems engineering and analysis support to NASA/GSFC,

including specific support for the HST mission.
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